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Designing Electrode Architectures across Length Scales:
Some Lessons Learned from Li-ion and “Beyond Li” Chemistries
The design and operation of rechargeable batteries is predicated on orchestrating flows of mass, charge, and energy across
multiple interfaces. Understanding such flows requires knowledge of atomistic and mesoscale diffusion pathways and the
coupling of ion transport with electron conduction. Using multiple polymorphs of V2O5 as model systems, I will discuss our
efforts to develop an Angstrom-level view of diffusion pathways. Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy and ptychography
imaging provides a means of mapping the accumulative results of atomic scale inhomogeneities at mesoscale dimensions
and further enables tracing of stress gradients across individual particles—thereby providing key insights related to
degradation and safety. I will discuss mitigation of diffusion impediments with reference to two distinct approaches: (a)
utilization of Riemann manifolds as a geometric design principle and (b) the atomistic design of polymorphs with welldefined diffusion pathways that provide frustrated coordination, enabling the design of monovalent and multivalent
insertion hosts. Finally, I will discuss challenges with the electrodeposition of magnesium and unveil some strategies for
mitigating dendrite formation.
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